
Calculating Yardage for Duvet Cover

Refer to back page for measuring. Use standard comforter measurements  
or measure actual comforter adding 1" seam allowance to width & length. 
Use same measurement for top & lining.  ___________

Determine how many cut lengths are needed by dividing the total width by 

the fabric width (54")  ÷___________

Equals total number of lengths  ___________

Determine total yards needed: Total number of lengths___________

  Times total length of duvet ×___________

  Equals total inches needed =___________

  Total inches needed divided by 36 (inches/yard) ÷___________

  Equals total yardage needed =___________

To Calculate additonal yardage for patterned fabric  

  Total number of lengths__________

  Multiplied by repeat inches ×___________

  Divided by 36 (inches/yard) ÷___________

  Equals total additional yardage to match repeat =___________
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Calculating Yardage for Throw Bedspread

Refer to back page for measuring.
Measure from edge to edge across mattress (A)___________

Measure from top of mattress to 1/2" from floor (C) x2 +___________

Add 4" for hem +___________
  Equals total width =___________
Measure from head edge of mattress all the way to 1/2" from floor (B+C)
  ___________
Add 14" for pillow tuck-in and 2" for hem
  Equals total length =___________

Determine number of cut lengths by dividing total width by fabric width (54")
  ÷___________
Determine total yards needed:

  Total number of lengths ___________

  Times total length of throw x___________

  Equals total inches needed =___________

  Total inches needed divided by 36 (inches/yard)  ÷___________

  Equals total yardage needed =___________

To calculate additonal yardage for patterned fabric:

  Total number of lengths ___________

  Repeat inches multiplied by number of lengths x___________

  Divided by 36 (inches/yard)  ÷___________

  Equals total yardage to match repeat =___________
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B. Top Length

A. Top Width

D. Drop for Coverlet

C.  Full-length drop 
(1/2" above floor)

MEASUREMENT KEY:
A = Top Width
B = Top Length
C = Full Length Drop
D = Drop for Coverlet
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